According to the theory the rupture speed in solids for mode-I cracks is limited by the Rayleigh speed c R while mode-II cracks can propagate intersonically. These theoretical predictions and sustaining experiments were made for idealized conditions: for a crack propagating along a predetermined weak and straight-line crack path in homogeneous linear elastic materials. In real materials, however, the mode-I crack speed has never been observed to exceed 0.65c R . The reason for that is the natural tendency for physical cracks to follow a wavy path and for microbranching, which results in a significant increase in microcrack population and, consequently, in the fracture energy. At the same time intersonic shear ruptures (mode-II cracks) have been reported for crustal earthquakes. It seems paradoxical because earthquake ruptures are normally associated with high complexity and extreme damage in the rupture zone. The present paper shows that nature has provided special shear rupture mechanisms acting in hard rocks at high confining pressure which minimize the rupture energy causing the increase in rupture speed. These mechanisms are different for primary ruptures (continuous thin ruptures with uniform structure) and general faults (complex discontinuous systems). The general faults propagate in a jump-like manner forming a cascade of segments due to an advanced triggering mechanism. The advanced triggering mechanism triples the propagation speed of a general fault compared with primary fractures involved in the fault. The propagation of primary ruptures is facilitated by another mechanism, which is a fan-shaped self-equilibrated mechanism created on the basis of an echelon of rotating blocks representing the intrinsic nature of the shear crack structure. These two mechanisms acting in combination can provide intersonic propagation of general faults.
Introduction
Shear is the only form of rock mass rupture at depth that leads to large scale deformations accompanied by large energy release. Spontaneous development of new ruptures and reactivation of old ones cause earthquakes and rockbursts [1, 2] . Modern seismology considers earthquakes mostly as a result of reactivation of existing geological faults and Intersonic shear rupture mechanism Tarasov, B. G. describes this process in terms of frictional laws [1, 3, 4] . This approach to the fault process bypasses a key question that is still unclear, regarding what mechanism can provide shear rupture development in pristine hard rocks at great depth. The importance of this question is based on the fact that all existing faults in the earth crust were initially formed in pristine rocks. Undoubtedly the development of new faults in pristine rocks within the crust takes place nowadays. The mechanics of shear rupture development at great depth and attainability of high speed (intersonic) are pressing questions relevant to seismic hazard. The present paper discusses some features of shear rupture development in pristine hard rocks at conditions of great depth (high confining pressure) which influence the maximum attainable speed.
To better understand the situation regarding shear rupture (mode-II crack)
propagation, let us consider briefly a similar question for mode-I cracks. The theoretical limit for the mode-I crack speed v in a homogeneous solid is the Rayleigh speed c R which is approximately 90% of the shear wave speed c S in the same material [5, 6] . This limit is obtained by assuming that an opening crack will propagate along a perfectly straight crack path in the homogeneous material. In special experiments where such conditions were artificially provided the predicted limiting speed was approached, in particular, in tests conducted on fabricated weak planes in a homogeneous material by bonding two identical plates of a brittle polymer [7] . In real materials, however, the speed has never been observed to exceed 0.65c R . Furthermore, in the overwhelming majority of cases the speed was only about 30 -40% of c R . The reason for that is the natural tendency for physical cracks to follow a wavy path and for microbranching, which results in a significant increase in microcrack population and, consequently, in the fracture energy [8] [9] [10] .
For mode-II cracks the theory predicts the ability to propagate intersonically, that is at speeds between the compression wave speed c P and the shear wave speed c S [5, 6, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The theoretical models consider again an idealized situation: a structureless crack propagating along a predetermined weak and straight-line crack path between two isotropic linear elastic solids. Experimental studies show that shear cracks in coherent, adhesive, straight-line interfaces can indeed propagate intersonically in various bonded bimaterials subjected to impact loading [16, 17] . It should be noted that we have The question is whether the available results, obtained for idealized conditions and homogeneous solids, can be used to verify the attainability of intersonic rupture speed in natural rocks at conditions of great depth typical for earthquakes and shear rupture rockbursts. By analogy with mode-I cracks one can suppose that the intersonic rupture speed is unattainable in real conditions, due to similar physical reasons: i) the natural tendency to follow a wavy crack path, ii) the development of very intensive crack population representing the fault structure, iii) the tendency to form segments linked by extremely damaged rock zones. However, considerable evidences of intersonic rupture speeds have been reported for crustal earthquakes [18] [19] [20] [21] . It seems paradoxical because earthquake ruptures are normally associated with high complexity and extreme damage in the rupture zone. This paper shows that hard rocks at high confining pressure acquire specific properties which distinguish them markedly from common rock behaviour -they become extremely brittle and lose shear resistance within a certain range of the shear rupture displacement [22] . The combination of these properties increases instability with depth and makes rupture abnormally violent. These hard rock features are caused by the intrinsic nature of the fault structure which is an echelon of blocks operating as hinges, essentially eliminating friction at high confining pressure. The frictionless concept allows the process of shear fracture development to be viewed from a new point of view.
It is shown here that nature has provided special mechanisms minimizing expenditure of energy at shear rupture development which should lead to increase in rupture speed. These mechanisms are different for primary ruptures (continuous thin ruptures with uniform structure) and general faults (complex discontinuous systems).
Acting in combination these mechanisms can provide intersonic propagation of general faults.
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Modern understanding of shear rupture mechanism
A brief analysis of the modern understanding of shear rupture nucleation and propagation in rocks at triaxial compression is presented below. This subject has been explored extensively during the last few decades. The initial idea that shear ruptures grow from incipient flaws was refuted by stress analysis and experimental studies which revealed that a flaw can not propagate in its own plane [23] . The next concept was based on observations of intense micro-cracking prior to faulting. It was suggested that the shear rupture forms due to coalescence of distributed micro-cracks when their concentration reaches some critical level [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
An important breakthrough in understanding of shear rupture development in hard rocks was made quite recently when acoustic emission technology and stiff servocontrolled loading systems became available [29] [30] [31] . It was established that a fault nucleates by local interaction between a few micro-cracks and propagates into the unfaulted regions by inducing new micro-crack growth at its tip. Figure 1a shows the basic concept of a model by Reches and Lockner [31] illustrating the geometry of interacting mode I cracks, which form a shear fracture extending along a dotted line. The tensile crack orientation is along the major compressive stress. The model proposes that in the highly stressed material, the dilation of one crack can induce dilation of closely spaced neighbouring cracks that were themselves on the verge of opening. The new crack should develop in the region of maximum tension, which is located at an angle of at least
30
o to the existing crack [26, 32, 33] . Figure 1 An echelon of blocks (slabs, beams) separated by such tensile cracks represents a specific fault structure which is typical for shear ruptures of all scales [1, 2, 25] .
Photographs of the fault structure are shown later in Figure 2b and Figure 10 . The fault displacement along a similar block structure is accompanied by rotation, buckling and failure of the blocks. Existing models, e.g. [25, 30, 31, [34] [35] [36] , consider this process for all kind of rocks and all stress conditions as a fully frictional process.
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Three characteristic zones in the propagating shear ruptures were distinguished: i) a process zone that lies at the head of the rupture, where an echelon of micro-cracks develops; ii) a core zone consisting of comminuted rock material, which forms immediately behind the process zone; iii) a damage zone, which comprises a broader volume of more distributed irreversible deformation around the fault. An idealised shear rupture model comprising the process and core zones is shown in Figure 1b [31] . The core zone is indicated here as 'nucleus of fault zone'. The damage zone (not shown) well documented in laboratory and field observations is caused by tensile stresses acting outside of the shear rupture [37] [38] [39] [40] . Summarising results of the conducted analysis we can conclude that the modern understanding of shear rupture mechanisms suggests (by analogy with mode-I cracks)
that intersonic speed can unlikely be reached in real faults propagating in pristine rocks.
Frictionless fault structure
It was shown recently that hard rocks failed at high confining pressure (exceeding some critical level σ 3 > σ 3 cr ) exhibit specific 'abnormal' post-peak properties that distinguish them markedly from common rock behaviour: they become extremely brittle with brittleness increasing with σ 3 and lose shear resistance within a certain range of shear rupture displacement [22] . Figure 3 illustrates the 'normal' and 'abnormal' rock behaviour obtained on dolerite specimens. The critical confining pressure for this rock is 6 rock properties are caused by specific behaviour of the fault structure at these conditions.
High confining pressure suppresses the formation of long tensile cracks, so that the fault structure comprises blocks that are short enough to withstand rotation without failure. This is possible in hard rocks only due to their very high strength. In this situation the blocks operate as hinges and friction between them essentially disappears. 
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The model shows that the block structure of shear fractures can create active forces under the effect of normal stress, which makes the fault resistance negative over a certain displacement. It should be emphasized that in practice the minimum post-failure resistance σ p.f (see Figure 3 ) of real faults stays greater then zero (but significantly lower than the residual strength σ res ). This is due to highly non-uniform activation of the frictionless mechanism along the fault, as will be discussed below.
The frictionless concept allows the process of shear fracture development to be viewed from a new point of view. A simple but well-founded classification of shear fractures is used in the paper, namely: i) primary fractures and ii) general faults. It will be
shown that despite the similarity in their structures, each of which is represented by an echelon of rotating blocks, the development of these two forms of fractures is drastically different.
Primary shear fracture

Structure
Primary shear fractures are continuous thin ruptures with uniform structure and thickness ranging from fractions of a millimetre to a number of millimeters (see an example in Figure 2a ). Figure 5 illustrates new principles of the primary fracture development. 
Fan-shaped self-equilibrating mechanism
The fan-shaped structure, the remarkable features of which are illustrated in Figure 6 , is the key mechanism of dynamic fracture propagation. Figure 6a shows an opening fragment of the structure, with the fracture propagating from left to right and the shear direction indicated by dotted arrows. Rotating blocks of this fragment resist shearing due to the normal stress σ n . This resistance (the reactive force F' R ) can be very large at high confining pressure (or at great depth). The graph in Figure 4c shows that the normalized resistance to shear for a block structure oriented at angle α = 30 o to the fault axis is initially double the residual strength. At smaller values of α, which is possible for hard rocks, the resistance can be even greater. same normal stress σ n . This force assists fracture propagation. At completion of the fanstructure formation ( Figure 6c ) the value of the active force becomes equal to the reactive force (F' A = F' R ). Thus the fan-shaped structure represents a self-equilibrating mechanism and can move as a wave, propagating the fracture under the action of relatively small shear stresses. Because the active force here is applied to the moving object (the fanshaped head) this situation can be compared symbolically with the principle of a rocket engine. It is known [5, 43] that the limit of rupture speed can be significantly increased when the loading is applied directly at the propagating crack tip. The nature of rock fracture development is that unstable propagation is foregone by a preceding phase of deformation. The correct understanding of the physical processes taking place at this phase is extremely important for predictive purposes. Knowing the physical mechanism it is possible, in particular, to determine with a higher degree of certainty the critical fracture length L cr , which indicates the boundary between stable and unstable phases of the fracture process. Existing crack and friction-slider models do not consider the detailed physical mechanisms operating in the fracture zone and define the critical length independently of the fault structure [1, 11, 44] . For example, in crack models L cr is determined from the assumption that a characteristic fracture energy per unit area is required for the crack to propagate. In the stick-slip models, rupture is assumed to occur when the stress on the fault reaches the static friction value and the condition for dynamic instability exists.
The fan-shaped concept provides new information about the instability initiation.
According to the model the instability starts when the fan-shaped mechanism creates an additional active force F' A which disturbs the balance between the applied and reactive
forces. For idealized conditions the minimum critical length L cr should correspond to the half length of the fan-shaped structure. The length L cr in this approach is a function of the geometrical characteristics of the fault structure (fault thickness, angle of the initial block orientation, distance between blocks, etc), and elastic parameters of the face material.
This question will be considered in detail in a subsequent paper.
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A further important feature of the fan-shaped structure is the creation of compressive and tensile stresses within the opposite surfaces of the fracture (see Figure   6d ), which can initiate tensile cracks within the extension surface of the fracture. The existence of a damaged zone along the extension fracture surface is well documented and is explained by alternative mechanisms [37, 39, 40] . The fan-shaped structure represents an additional mechanism causing this known effect.
We can suppose that the fan-shaped structure can form not only during fracture propagation in pristine heterogeneous materials (rocks) but also at stick-slip displacement along pre-existing fracture surfaces. The gouge material normally created within such fractures during stick-slip experiments can possibly represent elements (blocks) of the fan-shaped structure. If so, the fan-shaped self-equilibrating mechanism can be considered as a universal mechanism of spontaneous shear rupture development in both cohesive and frictional types of ruptures.
Forms of the rupture propagation
It should be noted that in primary fractures the frictionless mechanism is activated within the fan-shaped head of the fracture only (in contrast with general faults discussed later).
The core zone representing the majority of the fracture area exhibits normal residual frictional behavior. After completion of the fracture propagation the structure of primary fractures is regular, continuous and with normal frictional resistance.
The fan-shaped mechanism can provide two known forms (crack-like and pulselike) of fracture propagation. In the 'crack-like' models, fracture tip propagation is accompanied by displacement along the core zone [45] [46] [47] . The shear resistance in the core zone of the fan-shaped model corresponds to fully restored residual friction, so that a corresponding shear stress must be applied to cause displacement along this zone. If this stress is not sufficient, the fan-shaped head will travel in the manner of 'pulse-like' models [48] [49] [50] . In that case the core zone behind the dynamically moving head stays stable and the total displacement along the fault is very small. The total displacement d is then associated with block rotation within the head only, given by d = 2h tanα, where h is the fault thickness and α is the initial angle of the block orientation (see Figure 4a) .
Hence, pulse-like fracture creation due to independent moving of the fan-shaped head (independent on the core zone), and resulting very small displacement of the shear fracture, can create very curvilinear traces similar to that shown in Figure 2a . The waviness of the fracture in this case is determined by non-uniformity in material strength and local stress conditions.
Two-dimensional fracture development
Shear fracture is a very complicated structural system that propagates two-dimensionally from a hypocentre forming a fracture plane. Existing models that aim to describe two- It should be noted that geological evidence suggests very thin faults (about 1 mm)
for some earthquakes [51] . The possible mechanisms responsible for such fault formation were discussed above. We can suppose also that very thin faults can represent super-deep earthquakes (the deepest recorded earthquake occurred at a depth of 635 km [51] ).
According to the frictionless concept the increase in confining pressure makes faults thinner (due to the decrease in length of tensile cracks and, consequently, rotating blocks) and their behavior more brittle. The greater brittleness with increase in σ 3 (or depth) is explained as follows. The shorter are the blocks, the smaller is the fault displacement required to decrease the fault resistance to a given value.
In conclusion we can say that the fan-shaped mechanism activated in hard rocks at high confining pressure facilitates the shear rupture propagation which should cause the increase of rupture speed. However, the attainability of intersonic speed by primary fractures in pristine rocks has never been reported. At the same time there are considerable evidences about intersonically propagating shallow earthquakes [18] [19] [20] [21] , which are represented by complex general faults. This fact looks paradoxical because general faults associate with drastically greater rock damage compared with primary fractures. A possible mechanism responsible for this paradox is discussed below.
General fault
Segmentation (modern understanding)
General faults are complex discontinuous systems comprising primary fractures, 
Segmentation (new approach)
Segmentation as a result of advanced fracture triggering
The self-equilibrated fan-shaped mechanism acting in primary fractures facilitates fracture propagation due to neutralization of shear resistance in the fracture tip. The core zone, however, with fully mobilized residual friction and a wavy crack path provides significant resistance to displacement along the fracture. In large faults where large displacements must be accommodated, nature has provided a special mechanism that facilitates this process, decreasing friction along the fault and neutralizing the resistance caused by the wavy path. Segmentation is a key element of this mechanism.
Figure 9
In accordance with generally accepted concepts the formation of branches and linkage zones occurs in the following sequences illustrated schematically in Figure 9a . simultaneously within the whole fault zone [63] [64] [65] . Evidences of earthquake complexities in forms of high variability of slip and stress drop in space [66] [67] [68] can also be treated as manifestations of the fracture triggering process.
ii) Vermilye and Scholz [40] pointed out that results of structural analysis conducted by them for two neighboring segments could be interpreted as evidence of independent nucleation and linkage of initially isolated fault segments propagating towards each other. However, because this fact is in conflict with the common approach, they suggested an alternative mechanism for this fault segmentation.
iii) Results of analysis of the fault structure in zones linking segments also support the idea that the linked segments propagated in opposing directions. This question is discussed further below.
Linkage of approaching segments
Two photographs in Figure 10 show 
Jump-like fault propagation
Advanced triggering of new fractures allows understanding the formation sequence of general faults with very complicated structure. Figure 12 presents seven stages of development of the fault, the photograph of which is shown in Figure 2b . A reduced copy of this photograph is located in the top right corner in Figure 12 Figure 13a illustrates the development of a general fault, initiated from a hypocentre shown by the asterisk. Due to stress transfer a set of new ruptures can be triggered in the vicinity of the first one. After linkage of these ruptures in one fault, the influence of the combined fault on the surrounding rock mass increases, which can trigger new ruptures (segments) at greater distance and so on. It should be noted that the triggered segments develop on the same principle of advanced triggering creating a self-similar structural hierarchy (see Figure 13b ). This mechanism is therefore consistent with the fractal structure observed in natural faults at all scales [1] . Figure 13 shows symmetric location of segments in the general fault, although in reality this picture may be very chaotic.
Two-dimensional model
However, the main concept of its formation stays the same: the larger the fault grows, the greater is the chance to trigger new faults at greater distance; also the greater the distance the larger is the new activated segment. So, dimensions of segments increase with fault development from hypocentre to periphery. Although chaotic in detail the fault structure in general should be similar to that presented in Figure 13 . When such complex fault reaches an open surface (axes x-x or y-y in Figure 13 ) its cross-section can be seen as an echelon of identical segments as shown in Figures 2b and 2c . Figure 13 It should be emphasized again that areas of linkage between segments where joining shear fractures are formed facilitate fault displacement and can significantly reduce the fault strength due to activation of the frictionless mechanism in these fractures.
The larger is the proportion of linkage areas in the total fault plane the greater will be the influence of the frictionless mechanism on the fault resistance. Low strength of some existing faults [69] [70] [71] can be explained by this mechanism. Pictures in Figure 13 show that in some zones of the fault three or even four segments can intersect creating very complicated junctions. It should be noted also that the schema in Figure 13 illustrates the direct sequence of the general fault propagation, which is characterized by an increase in the segment size from the hypocentre to periphery. However, it is clear (and field observations verify this, [1] that the maximum fault displacement will be accumulated in the central part of the fault. This means that with further fault propagation additional fracture processes will be activated leading to significant and increasing damage of the central part of the fault.
Speed trebling mechanism
The average rupture speeds for most shallow crustal earthquakes range from 0.75 to 0.95c R where c R is the average Rayleigh wave speed in the surrounding crustal rock mass.
However, considerable evidence of intersonic rupture speeds have been reported [18] [19] [20] [21] .
It is important to emphasize that earthquake ruptures represent general faults in our classification. Rock damage associated with general faults compared with primary fractures is significantly greater due to existence of linkage zones between segments. In this regard it appears paradoxical that intersonic speed is attainable for earthquake ruptures and has never been reported for primary fractures in rocks. This paradox can be explained if we analyze the mechanism of advanced triggering in more detail. The mechanism leads to a propagation speed for general faults that is three times that in primary fractures. Figure 14 illustrates this. Unlike the proposed intersonic mechanism where primary fractures involved in a general fault propagate subsonically, the existing theories [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 72] consider the attainability of intersonic speed for primary fractures. Despite the absolutely different physics involved in the proposed and existing intersonic mechanisms it is possible to find some similarities between them, for instance, the existence of the mother-daughter principle. The Burridge-Andrew mechanism proposes that a mother crack after
Intersonic shear rupture mechanism Tarasov, B. G. propagating at the Rayleigh wave speed for a short time period nucleates an intersonic daughter crack. It happens when a peak of shear stress ahead of the mother crack tip reaches the cohesive material strength.
In the proposed mechanism a mother rupture propagates in the highly stressed material by inducing an-echelon of closely spaced neighboring cracks (mode-I cracks) in the rupture tip. Due to the stress transfer caused by the growing mother rupture a daughter rupture can be initiated at some distance ahead in a region that were themselves on the verge of shear. The daughter rupture propagates on the same manner and at the same speed as the mother rupture. The distance between the mother rupture tip and the daughter rupture hypocenter is determined by the mother rupture length, stress field and heterogeneity of the material strength.
Conclusions
This paper shows that hard rocks at high confining pressure acquire specific properties which distinguish them markedly from common rock behaviour -they become extremely brittle and lose shear resistance within a certain range of the shear rupture displacement.
These hard rock features are caused by the intrinsic nature of the fault structure which is an echelon of blocks operating as hinges, essentially eliminating friction at high confining pressure. The frictionless concept allows the process of shear fracture development to be viewed from a new point of view.
A simple but well-founded classification of shear fractures is used in the paper, namely: i) primary fractures -continuous thin ruptures with uniform structure and ii) general faults -complex discontinuous systems. It is shown that despite the similarity in their structures, each of which is represented by an echelon of rotating blocks, the development of these two forms of fractures is drastically different.
The general faults propagate in a jump-like manner forming a cascade of segments (or primary fractures) due to an advanced triggering mechanism. The advanced triggering mechanism triples the propagation speed of the general fault compared with the speed of primary fractures involved in the fault. The propagation of primary ruptures is facilitated by another mechanism, which is a fan-shaped self-equilibrated mechanism created on the basis of an echelon of rotating blocks representing the intrinsic nature of 
